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One Tank. One Heck of a Job.
Our AquaKlear aerobic treatment system is ingenious in concept, yet
remarkably simple in execution. It’s the only true “Complete” wastewater
treatment system on the market, relying on our signature AquaKlear Clarifying
Trio – not internal moving parts – to produce a superior quality effluent that,
when released, is an amazing 98.7% cleaner than it was when it entered the
system. In fact, the AquaKlear system is so effective, it actually defines industry
standards for complete wastewater processing.
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Impressive indeed, AquaKlear’s “complete” wastewater water system is
the one the other guys wish they had.

Tiny Bubbles. Faster Rebound.
An important stat for any wastewater treatment, be it septic or aerobic,
is the system’s rebound time. That’s the time it takes the entire system to return
to optimal operating conditions after experiencing a heavy “shock load” such as
the introduction of chemicals from a full day of household cleaning. Thanks to
the industry leading design of the AK Bubble Injector, the rebound rate for an
AquaKlear system is 24 hours or less.
AK5B3 Concrete Tank

Wow, No Moving Parts!

AK Control Panel and
Intellegent Dual Outlet Compressor

AK600F Fiberglass Tank with
optional Dome Lid and Dosing Tank

Not all aerobic treatment systems are created equal. Of course, all rely
on the injection of oxygen and the build-up of aerobic microbes to treat waste,
but unlike most manufacturers, AquaKlear’s treatment systems do so without
a single internal moving part. We use air, not complex motor driven aspirated
mixers to aerate our systems. The way we see it, the more mechanical or moving
parts there are in a system, the more chances those mechanical or moving parts
will need to be replaced.

Easy Access equals Easy Maintenance.
Designed with no internal moving parts, maintenance on an AquaKlear
system is made easier. The tanks are inspection and maintenance friendly with
all key components easily accessible through ground level access ports. Ask
anyone that’s installed or serviced one of our systems. They’ll likely tell you,
from a maintenance standpoint, AquaKlear aerobic treatment units are less
“hands-in” and more “thumbs-up.”

When it comes to Aerobic Treatment Systems, no other
manufacturer approaches organic waste management quite
like AquaKlear. Sure, we rely on the basic aerobic treatment
principle: injection of atmospheric oxygen plus millions of
growing, organic-eating microbes equals a quality effluent.
But, it’s the way we implement that principle which enables
AquaKlear to produce the most advanced system on the
market. It’s the “complete” home treatment system and
hands down, not “hands in,” it’s the most maintenance
friendly and effective system you will find.
The key to our system’s leading performance... the

Amazing Things
Come in the Smallest Packages.
With a footprint that’s merely a fraction of comparable septic tanks and
many other aerobic treatment systems on the market, the AquaKlear advantage
continues. Our system works where others can’t, such as homes on smaller
lots or sites that are located near environmentally sensitive areas. Plus, with
BOTH concrete and fiberglass models available, matching a unit to specific soil
conditions will not be a problem either.

Finding an AquaKlear system that will work for your location is easy. We
offer 29 models in various configurations built of either concrete or fiberglass to
insure everyone is happy, from the state regulators to mother earth. And, if local
health regulations require disinfection, we have an inexpensive non-mechanical
chlorination unit available, as well.

Badges of Honor.

AquaKlear components – the patented AK Skimmer, the

NSF International and Gulf Coast Testing. You know who they are, and you
Certified to NSF/ANSI Standard 40
know how stringent their certification processes are. We’re honored to be one
of the rare aerobic treatment systems to have earned both NSF and Gulf Coast Testing stamps of approval.
Over a 9 month comprehensive testing program conducted by NSF and Gulf Coast Testing, our
system was pushed to the extremes in accordance with the NSF/ANSI Standard 40 testing procedures
for Class 1 Systems. They wanted to see if or when our system would fail. Well, it didn’t fail. In fact, it
actually surpassed not only NSF’s effluent quality rating, but the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
“Secondary Treatment” requirements, as well.
With ratings like that, concerns of adverse effects to local environments such as lakes, streams, and
ground water are a thing of the past.

odorless effluent that meets and/or exceeds federal and state
discharge standards. And, the trio does it all without a single
internal moving part.
AquaKlear... Smart thinking. Smart choice.
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“THE Complete
Aerobic Treatment Unit”

Exceeds NSF Standard 40
for Class 1 Systems

innovative design, our Clarifying Trio consists of three key

Bubble Air Injector – all working together to produce a clear,

AK500FF Fiberglass Tank

29 More Reasons to Choose AquaKlear

AquaKlear Clarifying Trio. As much innovative thinking as

intelligent AK Dual Outlet Compressor, and the AK Fine

Truck Load Quanities
Available Nationwide

Three Year Warranty

MOCK UP ONLY
OF POCKET PLACEMENT

29 Models Available

Exceeds EPA “Secondary
Treatment” Requirements

Concrete &
Fiberglass Models

Smalllest A.T.U. Footprint

All In One Systems

